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1: Broken plural - Wikipedia
Broken plurals in Arabic Posted by aziza on Jul 24, in Grammar I have explained sound plurals in a previous post.
These are plurals that are formed by adding a suffix to the end of the word without making further changes.

This is an Open Access article. Non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly attributed, cited, and is not altered, transformed, or built upon in any
way, is permitted. The moral rights of the named author s have been asserted. Abstract The noun plural system
in Modern Standard Arabic lies at a nexus of critical issues in morphological learnability. Our computational
analysis of singularâ€”plural pairs in the Corpus of Contemporary Arabic explores what types of linguistic
information are statistically relevant to morphological generalisation for this highly complex system. We show
that an analogical approach with the generalised context model is highly successful in predicting the plural
form for any given singular form. This model proves to be robust to variation, as evidenced by its stability
across 10 rounds of cross-validation. Arabic broken plural, computational model, abstract template, statistical
learning The noun plural in Modern Standard Arabic henceforth Arabic provides an interesting challenge for
the theory of morphological learnability. There are a large number of possible plural patterns. Predicting the
pluralisation of new forms is difficult, not only because so many patterns exist, but also because the relevant
cognitive dimensions of pluralisation are not fully understood. Despite many attempts to discover underlying
principles in the Arabic plural system, no fully predictive account exists. However, as we will discuss, the
approach is unable to predict whether many forms will take broken or sound plurals. The complexity of the
Arabic noun plural system makes it difficult to learn. In a study of the acquisition of Egyptian Arabic, Omar
found that speakers as old as 15 made errors on common broken plurals. The noun plural systems of
Palestinian and Egyptian Arabic are minimally different from that of Modern Standard Arabic, so learnability
of these systems is comparable. These properties of the Arabic noun plural system allow us to examine a
number of issues related to the learnability of complex morphological systems. Previous research has yielded
important insights into the Arabic noun plural system, but these investigations have not quantitatively
compared the relevance of different features to pattern learnability. Pattern learning is, at its core,
generalisation across forms. Once a speaker has acquired a sufficient number of forms with a given pattern,
the speaker can abstract across the shared features of those forms and generalise to new forms that share those
features e. Albright, ; Pierrehumbert, In this paper, we will examine learnability through the lens of
generalisation and investigate the factors that support generalisation for the Arabic noun plural. It is well
established that morphological generalisation can occur via analogy. In general, both semantic and
phonological dimensions of similarity are relevant to analogical processes. However, in the present study we
focus on the phonological dimensions and omit examination of the semantic dimensions. Two semantic
factors gender and animacy are already well documented as the factors determining the choice between the
[-uun] and [-aat] sound plurals. However, there are major challenges to implementing this approach for a
corpus study of Arabic, as there is no generally agreed method for measuring semantic transparency or for
assigning gradient structure to non-concatenative lexical derivations. Therefore, we have focused on
quantifiable phonological factors. Each additional stored form adds statistical support for the pattern, so larger
gangs generalise to new forms more easily. The best way to define lexical gangs for Arabic morphology is one
of the questions that we take up. Another question we address is whether non-concatenative morphological
processes, in which morphological changes occur non-locally, establish different dimensions of similarity than
concatenative morphological processes, in which morphemes are combined sequentially. The CV template is
the skeletal structure of the word that abstracts away from the segmental features of phonemes, retaining only
their status as consonants or vowels. In this paper, we will examine three factors that may influence
morphological generalisation in Arabic: Using a comparison of several predictive analogical models, we
investigate the importance of these three factors in pluralisation of the Arabic noun, gaining insight into the
mechanisms of morphological generalisation in Arabic, as well as into the overall learnability of this system.
First, we will examine the Arabic noun plural system and the issues that work in this area have raised.
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Comparison of model results shows that the CV template and gang size carry most of the statistical power in
plural selection, and that fine-grained segmental similarity makes a small additional contribution. These
results indicate that the combination of coarse-grained abstraction and statistical knowledge drives
generalisation in Arabic morphology. Additionally, it is coded differently from the other consonants including
other instances of the segment t because it has variable behaviour in relation to syllable weight, which is
specific to this particular gender marker. The CV template contains no additional information on the
segmental features of a form. This is in contrast to the pattern, which refers to the semi-filled CV template
without a specific verbal root, but with the other morphemic tiers specified McCarthy, ,
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2: Category:Arabic nouns with broken plural - Wiktionary
In linguistics, a broken plural (or internal plural) is an irregular plural form of a noun or adjective found in the Semitic
languages and other Afroasiatic languages such as Berber. Broken plurals are formed by changing the pattern of
consonants and vowels inside the singular form.

Broken Plurals What is this Tutorial About? This tutorial deals with forming broken plurals. In classical
methodologies, students are merely asked to memorize the broken plurals for each new noun they encounter.
To aid in this memorization, some helpful heuristics are given such as which plural patterns are typically used
for which singular ones. Here, however, we will use methodologies from generative linguistics developed by
McCarthy and Prince The methodologies of generative linguistics were developed starting in the mid 20th
century and are thus very new. These methodologies present concise algorithms which, although far from
perfect, provide a means of going from a singular noun to its most common broken plural. Disadvantages of
the algorithm: The ones that are the most productive in the language, based on the dictionary, are the ones we
consider. Its purpose is simply to minimize the amount of memorization a student has to do in learning broken
plurals. Whom is this Tutorial For? This presentation is designed for advanced students of the language. If a
student can do this comfortably, this tutorial will be accessible. Additionally, the following prerequisites are
preferable: Letters are either consonants indicated by capital C or vowels indicated by capital V. There are six
vowels in Arabic; three short: When we parse a word alphabetically, we assign all consonants the symbol C
and all vowels the symbol V. If we want to be more specific, we can use the actual vowel sound u, a, i, uu, aa,
or ii instead of using V. If we want to emphasize that two consonants are the same, we subscript the C with a
number. The Syllabic Tier Letters come together to form syllables. Syllables are grouped into one of three
categories depending on their weight; light L , heavy H , or super-heavy S. The inventory of syllables in
Arabic is as follows:
3: Rules of Broken Plurals | Elementary Arabic Morphology 3 | www.enganchecubano.com
In this section (Vx/G.2x) of the Gulf Arabic course you encountered several examples of 'broken plurals', some of which
are: Ø³ÙˆÙ‚ -> Ø£Ø³ÙˆØ§Ù‚.

4: Arabic Broken Plurals List | Khaled Elghamry - www.enganchecubano.com
Download Arabic Broken Plurals for free. List of Arabic Broken Plurals. This is the List of Arabic Broken Plurals
automatically extracted by Mohammed Attia from a large contemporary corpus, provided with morphological patterns for
both the singular forms and the plural forms.

5: Broken Plurals | Learn Arabic Online
#This is a list of 10, Arabic nouns and their broken plural forms. #The list was automatically extracted from the electronic
version of Almotkan Ar abic-Arabic Dictionary #Each line is tab-delimited, where the first word is a noun in its singular
form followed by its broken-plural forms as given by the Dictionary.

6: broken plural forms | WordReference Forums
From Madinah Book 1 vocalized Arabic Only Learn with flashcards, games, and more â€” for free.

7: Arabic broken plurals and other plurals - Islam Stack Exchange
Broken Plurals - a tutorial that gives an algorithm for forming most broken plurals in the Arabic language.
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8: arabiclanguageresources - elghamryk
The noun plural system in Modern Standard Arabic lies at a nexus of critical issues in morphological learnability. The
suffixing "sound" plural competes with as many as 31 non-concatenative "broken" plural patterns. Our computational
analysis of singular-plural pairs in the Corpus of.

9: Arabic Plurals | Learn Arabic Online
Sound plurals are created simply by adding a suffix to the singular form, whereas broken plurals change the internal
structure of the singular (ergo the term 'broken'). Another distinction between the two is that there is only one form for
the sound plural for each of the two genders, whereas there are many broken plurals in the language.
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